Closely related sets of genes are mutated in both breast and viral cancers

Infections may play a larger role in breast cancer than previously thought if normal breast cell defenses have been weakened by gene mutations. Functions likely affected by ~8000 mutations in 124 breast cancer genomes and exomes were compared to genomes from 14 HPV cervical cancers as model viral cancers. DNA sequences were from publicly available data. Breast and viral cancers all had damage to genes essential for immune responses and barriers to infection. Most breast cancers had mutations in genes for multiple cell attachments, potentially opening easier routes for infectious particles. A basement membrane encircles a discontinuous layer of breast duct myoepithelial cells surrounding epithelial cells. Genes encoding for basement membrane cell adhesion and organization were almost always damaged. Protective mucins had mutations in both breast and cervical cancers. Many mutations found in breast and in cervical cancers could affect the function of primary cilia. Unlike motile cilia on some cervical cells which circulate mucin-containing fluid, some breast cells have these primary cilia. Primary cilia usually do not beat but function as sensors for environmental conditions. Other breast cancer mutations altered genes for the dense, tightly packed cytoplasm and could degrade its architecture, leading to abnormal cell shapes. The nucleus contains additional formidable barriers with gene damage in both breast and cervical cancers. Breast cancers parallel viral cancers with damage to about 1000 identical or closely related genes. Functional effects of immune and barrier abnormalities in many genes have now been documented in detail for 138 different cancers. The results change the most widely held view of cancer. Cancer is no longer a disease in which >99.9% of the genes mutated are irrelevant. In the 138 cancers, damage to related functions mediated by mutations in many known genes creates coherent mechanisms of carcinogenesis.
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